In this paper the problem of system decomposition of complex linear dynamical systems biy exploiting the similarity property is studied. System decompositions are sought in terms of similarity hierarchical structures. The method for constructing the transformation is derived. The conditions for such decomposition of complex linear systems are given.
Introduction
In the contemporary systems engineering [1] , most of modern control system are rather complex in their engineering design, and having some distinctive properties such as hierarchy, similarity, symmetry, etc. [2] - [10] . It is well known that in the study of the steady-states and the dynamics of the complex systems, the analysis of the structure is rather important [11, 12] . This problem is the essential one even in the res class of linear complex dynamical systems [13] - [17] . Application examples that may well be modelled usefully by means of both complex or composite linear systems are the control system structures for socio-economic, mechatronic and robotic systems, just to mention a few [1, 14, 10] .
In this paper, a class of hierarchical, similarity structure systems is dealt with following the previous results in [16, 7, 10] . The problem of feasible decompositions of similarity structure composite linear systems is addressed. In doing so, the conditions for transforming a system into the one of hierarchical similarity structure are discussed in more detail, and some novel results derived. Firstly, the concept of hierarchical structure similar systems is presented with regard to practical applications in control problems. The existence of coordinate transformation by means of which the system can be decomposed into structure similar systems is explained by using the concepts of eigenspace and eigenvectors. The method for constructing the transformation needed is derived via deriving the proofs of the new theorems presented.
On Hierarchical Similarity Structure Systems
Consider the following controlled composite system S S i , i
k, are the square matrices with dimension n k , kn k ¡ n, and r, the dimension of input u, is not least than k. Such a composite system possesses the hierarchical similar structure in which the state x i is only related to the state x i 1 and the control variables u i § 1 and u i , i
Hence for linear dynamical systems with similarity property, Eqs. (1), the following definitions [16, 7, 10] are well posed and particularly useful. These are used in the sequel. 
then, the two subsystems S i , S j are said to be structure similar. In particular, they are completely structure similar when A i ¡
A j
In comparison with the others, the last subsystem S k , in the system (1), does not have direct relation to other subsystems, and the first subsystem S 1 has only input variable u 1 . Hence, in manipulation robotics, for instance, we can take the subsystem S 1 as a central controller of the robot systems, and the subsystem S k as an operational hand or terminal.
Definition 2.2 : If all of the subsystems S i in the system
are structure similar, then the system S is said to be a hierarchical similarity structure or hierarchical structure similar system.
There are many advantages in using this kind of systems. In the sequel, we recall some important previous results that are found elsewhere [3, 16] in the literature.
Theorem 2.1 : Assume that system S is hierarchical structure similar. Then the system S possesses stability property if, and only if, the subsystem S
k x k ¡ A k x k ¦ B k¨k § 1 u k § 1 ¦ B k¨k u k is stable.
Theorem 2.2 : Assume that system S is hierarchical completely structure similar. Then the system S possesses controllability property if, and only if, the subsystem S k is controllable.
In practical applications, there are a number of systems with the property of being hierarchical similar as mentioned in the introduction. However, because of the selection of coordinate of the states, they often appear to be very commonly formulated, which are not alike to the system (1). A naturally arising question is what kind of systems can be transformed into the form described by Eqs. (1) and how to transform them. In other words, what are the conditions under which the complex linear systems can be decomposed into hierarchical systems with similarity structure.
Hierarchical Similarity Structure System Decomposition
For the class of control systemsẋ
where A¢ B R n n , x R n , u R n , the goal of present investigation is to find a non-singular matrix T so that, by using the transformation x ¡ T z, the system (4) can be decomposed into a system possessing particular structure described as given below. Namely, the equivalent description sought is the following onė
It is well known that a linear dynamical system can be decomposed in different forms by means of appropriate coordinate transformations. The system structure decomposition can lead to an easier case when dealing with systems in order to arrive at a structure with desired properties. A number of results have been reported on the systems decompositions and on the control of decomposed systems in particular; for instance, see [15, 4, 16, 17, 7, 8] and references therein. Nonetheless, in the literature only fewer studies are found on the similarity structure system decompositions the most comprehensive one being [10] . This paper is devoted solely to the study the similarity structure decomposition of composite linear systems following [10] . In what follows a couple of lemmas on previous results in linear system theory, compiled from the common literature, shall be needed.
Lemma 3.1 : If there exists a non-singular transformation T so that the system (4)
can be decomposed into (5) , then A has the same eigenvalue asĀ , and they are 0 and a n . (5) 
Lemma 3.2 : If the system (4) can be decomposed into the equivalent systems
Let B ¡ # " B 1 ¢ B 2 ¢ ¤ £ ¤ £ ¤ £ © ¢ B n$ , T ¡ % " T 1 ¢ T 2 ¢ ¤ £ ¤ £ ¤ £ ¥ ¢ T n$ , where B i R n , T i R n , i ¡ 1¢ 2¢ £ ¤ £ ¤ £ ¥ ¢ n.
Lemma 3.3 : Assume that rank& A'
( ¡
p. If there exists a non-singular T , so that A
AT n ¡ a n § 1 ¦ a n T n £ A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of non-singular matrix T is given in terms of the subsequent novel theorems, the main theoretic results of this paper. The above presented study and its main results have led us to the following existence theorem.
Theorem 3.2 : Assume that rank

Theorem 3.3 : For the system (4), if the state transition matrix, A, and control input matrix, B, satisfy the conditions in Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, respectively, then there exist a non-singular matrix T n so that the system (4) can be decomposed into the form (5) by means of the transformation h
The proofs of these theorems are given in the Appendix. The theorems presented above give the conditions for the existence of nonsingular transformation T while the respective proofs present the method for constructing matrix T . A system that has been hierarchically decomposed with the similarity structure can be studied more easily with respect to some of its properties, for instance, the stability, see [15, 4, 17] .
Conclusion
This work has been devoted to a thorough investigation of the problems of hierarchical similarity structure systems decomposition. On the grounds of Zhang's theoretical study [10] , three new theorems have been proved. By means of employing the concept of eigenvectors, the existence conditions for non-singular transformation matrix T have been derived. In addition, a method of constructing this matrix T while proving the new theorems has been derived too.
In applications, either in theoretical studies or in systems and control engineering practice, it appears always rather significant that a composite large-scale system be decomposed into hierarchical system with a similarity structure. For it enables alternatives to systems design tasks. These are topics for future research.
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Appendix
Proof of Lemma 3.1
According to the conditionĀ
Because of the similar structure of A andĀ, rank& A' =rank&Ā'
¡
p. We can determine the rank ofĀ by the using the particular structure of it. Without loss of generality, let a 1
T n § p are the eigenvectors of A for the eigenvalue λ ¡ 0. Also, we can infer that 
Proof of Theorem 3.1
Assume that the eigen-subspace of A on λ ¡ 0 has dimension n p. In this eigensubspace there exists a set of coordinates
T n § p are linear independent. From the assumption, it follows that AT n § p 1 ¡ a n § p T n § p . We now show that T n § p 1 is linear independent of
or
Substituting it into (3) leads to h 1 ¡ 0. It is to say that T n § p 1 is linear independent of T n § p . It can be shown, by the same procedure, that T n § p 1 is linear independent of T 1
where r 1 ¢ r 2 R 1 , and then
This leads to r 2 a n § p 1 AT n § p 1 
Proof of Theorem 3.3
The proof of this theorem follows at once from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 and the Lemmas presented beforehand.
